
Wejden Hammami
engineering student

wejden.hammami@esprit.tn

+216 22921857

linkedin.com/in/wejden-hammami-6aa5a3172

facebook.com/wejden.hammami.9

A young motivated and very energetic engineer, able to work under pressure and I can easily integrate into groups .I'm very ambitious
and I love challenges its pushes me to work even more. Right now I am looking for an opportunity to find a company for a good end of
study subject

EDUCATION

Fifth year Engineering degree
The Private Higher School of Engineering and
Technology (ESPRIT)
09/2018 - Present, Tunisia

Certificate of success in theNational
engineers exam for engineering schools
Preparatory institute for engineering studies
Bizerte
Tunisia

2 years Preparatory

2014 experimental science baccalaureate
with honors
Farhat Hached High School Bizerte
09/2011 - 09/2014, Bizerta/Tunisia

PERSONAL PROJECTS

Programming project "MYGYM" (10/2018 - 12/2018)
The application was developed under the Linux system: Ubuntu.To
create the graphical interface of our application we used the GLADE-
2 tool.

Network project " SECRITY-NET" ESPRIT
 (10/2019 - 12/2019)

As a specialist we were asked to design, implement, deploy and test
an appropriate and efficient fully virtualized network infrastructure
of Secuirity-Net and platforme with monitoring and vulnerability
management features.

Programming project "Consomi Tounsi"
 (03/2020 - 06/2020)

develop a 100% Tunisian product management platform. The goal is
to manage a store that exclusively sells Tunisian products, while
ensuring a good user experience by facilitating access to products as
well as purchasing.

WORK EXPERIENCE

worker internship
YAZAKI Bizerte
07/2019 - 08/2019, Bizerta/Tunisia
The company's origin and headquarters are in Japan

I created a functional desktop application for printer
stock management with java8 (Netbeans) in connection
with the database (Wamp)

Technician internship
Jet Multimedia
07/2020 - Present, Lac2 /Tunisia

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Programming :C,C#,JavaScript,Java,HTML,CSS,Python

SQL,PL/Sql DBMS: ORACLE DATABASE,SQLITE,MYSQL

Linux/Ubuntu Pfsense Kerberos Snort

Packet Tracer ELK

ORGANIZATIONS

AIESEC Bizerta (05/2019 - 09/2019)

Health Club Esprit (09/2019 - 09/2020)

CERTIFICATES

Hackathon participation certification (04/2019)

DELF Diploma B2 (Frensh) (06/2017)

C Programming Certificate

LANGUAGES

Arab
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

Frensh
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

English
Full Professional Proficiency

Spanish
Limited Working Proficiency

INTERESTS

Member of the national team Karate (2006-2016)

Sport Music Trip reading

Courses

Achievements/Tasks
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